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Growers are being told by seed companies and grain
handlers to review their contracts carefully and honor
their commitments about how they handle specific
hybrids. Companies want growers to talk to them
about marketing opportunities for certain hybrids in
advance of harvest. (DTN/Progressive Farmer file
photo)

Review Grain/Seed Contracts
Trait Refusal Creates Harvest Confusion

(Page 1 of 2)
By Kurt Lawton
DTN Progressive Farmer Crops Technology Editor

EDEN PRAIRIE, Minn. (DTN) -- With
the Southern corn harvest ongoing
and a Midwest crop in the final stages
of maturity, grain companies are
making eleventh-hour announcements
that may complicate harvest and
delivery decisions.

Since DTN broke the story in mid-
August of Bunge and CG&B's refusal
to accept Viptera-traited corn because
it lacked China import approval,
ethanol plants have been deciding on
Asia-bound dried distillers grain
product policies. Thursday, Cargill and
ADM reminded growers of their
existing contractual policy of not
accepting grain that isn't approved in
the European Union.

Late Thursday, ADM followed Cargill's news http://bit.ly/… with a similar
statement. "Our grain purchase contracts contain language explaining that we
only accept grain approved for commercial use in the European Union. We have
this language in our contracts because we sell corn products to customers in the
EU," said Roman Blahoski, ADM's media relations manager. The company said it
will work with growers to find marketing opportunities for these hybrids if they
are provide with written notice in advance of harvest.

"It's become extremely difficult here in the eleventh hour heading into fall," said
Nathan Fields, director of biotechnology and economic analysis for the National
Corn Growers Association (NCGA). As this story evolves almost daily, Fields told
DTN that the best advice for farmers is to pay attention to the details.

But even the details are sketchy when it comes to hybrid traits that are
unapproved by the EU. All individual corn traits, except for Viptera (MIR162),
have been approved for food and feed use by the EU. "However, several stacks
of these approved traits have not been approved," Fields said.

According to Monsanto clarifications and NCGA's website page "Know Before You
Grow" http://www.ncga.com/…, the following traits/stacks are not approved in
the EU:

-- Viptera (MIR162)
-- Agrisure CB/LL/RW (Bt11+MIR604)
-- Agrisure 3000GT (SYTGA21+Bt11+MIR604)
-- Monsanto Genuity SmartStax and Dow Agrosciences SmartStax
(Mon88017+Mon89034+TC1507+DAS59122-7).
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"The issue we have with the EU is that we don't have the predictability of when
Viptera or these other stacks will be approved," Fields said. "With China, based
on past experience, we at least have some reasonable expectation that the
Viptera trait will be approved sometime on the first quarter of 2012."

Without official EU approval of the above stacked-trait packages, Fields
suggested that growers carefully review their contracts with their seed company
and with grain buyers. "Growers need to honor the contracts they signed, as
well as inform potential grain buyers what products they will bring in to specific
locations."

DTN attempted to clarify how Cargill and ADM would handle grain from specific
hybrids, as well as their testing protocol for these traits, but neither company
cared to comment. Monsanto public affairs spokesperson Danielle Stuart stated
in an email to DTN that they recommend growers always talk to grain handlers
about their buying positions.

Most grain buyers have the ability to test for single traits and normally check
random loads from growers. "Obviously, there's a challenge of identifying some
of the stacked traits due to testing difficulties, but it is easier to detect a single
trait such as Viptera from a testing standpoint," Fields said. "It is possible to test
for stacked traits in a single kernel, but it's never 100% conclusive, as there's
usually contamination that comes into play -- plus it is time-consuming."

The liability issue for contaminated loads can be simple or complex. If farmers
deliver an unapproved hybrid, then the liability is fairly simple, based on the
contract. Complexity arises when there is commingling of grain or pollen drift, or
numerous other variables arise.
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